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In our opinion, the best harness for this swap is an early manual I harness. It's simple and can
be acquired from any junkyard for cheap. Not to mention, you won't have to sit there and
eliminate wires you did not use. However, if you got a harness out of an auto car it can still be
used. You can just cut out all the wires associated with the auto trans. To make this adapter
clean, simple, and removable you will need the the harness plug from an e36 engine side, and
the body side of your e30s harness. Below we have compiled a list of pin outs to assist you in
wiring. Although this is close, every year is different. This should not be used as your only
guide. Since that needs to be removed when you take out the old harness. This means you need
to power the system through another way. The best way to do that is to look on the chassis side
of C big round plug. This is the is ABS power wire. On eta models the signal signal for the MPG
gauge and the tach signal are in the glove box. Pin 14 on the E36 connector for the speed signal
goes directly to the green plug on the back of your instrument cluster. Don't forget to put your
e30 coolant temp sensor for the ECU on your m50 engine or else the coolant temp gauge will
not work. Please be aware that there are too many variances in models and your wires may be
different. This is just a general guide. Here are some other resources to help you along:. Yes,
it's possible to use the Getrag transmission the 5 speed found in most e30 6 cylinder cars from
the factory. This transmission is great because the final drive on the highway is. That translates
into roughly:. With a 3. So what's needed to get the transmission to work in DOHC swaps like
the m50 or s50? Well, the Getrag sits about 10 degrees to the right of where the would. This
means that the transmission brace needs to be changed. Which we offer below:. Getrag
transmission brace for use with m50 m52 s50 and e30 swaps. A smaller brake booster is needed
to clear the intake on the brake booster. Some use a booster or smaller unit. There is another
idea. Everything is tucked under the dash, except the reservoirs. Click here to read about this
method. Close menu. Home Catalog. New products. Short Shifters. BMW Reinforcements. BMW
Delrin Bushings. BMW Polyurethane Bushings. BMW Shift Knobs. Odometer Gears. BMW
Shifter Rebuild kits. Choose chassis. BMW 3 Series Parts. BMW 5 Series Parts. BMW 6 Series
parts. E24 Performance Parts. Other BMW parts. Mercedes Parts. Help Desk. Track order. Order
Status. Returns and Exchanges. Help Center. Instruction Lookup. Lifetime Warranty. Contact us.
Log in. Close cart. That translates into roughly: With a 3. Which we offer below: Getrag
transmission brace for use with m50 m52 s50 and e30 swaps Alternative route to a smaller
brake booster - e30 booster delete A smaller brake booster is needed to clear the intake on the
brake booster. Previous Next. The standard when it comes to non-E30 swap. Whether its the
simply grunty 2. On paper, there doesn't seem to be a huge difference in power between this
generation of engine and its predecessor, the M But a basic horse-to-horse comparison is to
miss the point of this engine swap. By utilising a more modern engine management system, the
M5x generation of engines provide superior throttle response, better fuel economy and most
importantly, great lashings of torque lower down the rev range. They're also a relatively simple
swap too. You won't be able to unbolt everything from a donor vehicle and transfer it directly
into your E30, but the solutions are there to get the M5x installed in double-quick time, using
either your won fabrication skills or some off-the-shelf aftermarket components. It's not a cheap
swap, but pound for pound it's the cheapest upgrade for those with an M20 looking for better
performance, especially compared to building a stroker engine. The M5x can be fitted to any
E30, no matter what engine it started out with. However, for the sake of costs it does help to use
either a Touring , a Cabriolet or a car that started life as a i , as these cars will already be fitted
with the Suspension and Brakes necessary for the job. The i can also reuse its entire drivetrain
from the flywheel to the differential, which is a benefit in terms of cost. However, even a humble
can be transformed into the ultimate sleeper car with the right bolt-on components. M5x
engines fit easily under the long bonnet of the E However, you will have to find custom
solutions for the exhaust and loom. If you don't trust your own skills at welding and soldering,
we'll point you in the direction of someone who can do if for you As for the drivetrain , there are
a number of options to mate your new lump to the back wheels depending on whether economy
or performance is what you have in mind. We'll talk you through that in due course. The parts
list depends on which engine your car has already; the venerable M10 , the stalwart M40 or
simply a smaller M20 engine. The following M20 components can be used if available. We also
recommend you buy these parts as part of a general Service while the engine and gearbox are
removed:. Given the choice between an M50 and M52 lump, there's not much in it, as long as
you go for the biggest available capacity. Anything less simply isn't worth the expense of the
conversion. We therefore recommend you source either the iron-cast reliable M50B25, or the
aluminium revvy M52B The former is normally found on the E34 , while the latter is exclusive to
the E The sump is one of the most important aspects when fitting an M5x engine to your E30,
since its size will have an impact on which engine mounts you use and how the engine is
positioned on top of the crossmember. The E34 sump will have the main body at the front of the

engine, while the E36 sump is at the back. It is imperative that you fit the E34 sump. While all
sumps are interchangeable, there are some subtle differences between them. The M50B20 sump
fitted to the E34 have a blanking plate where the oil level sensor should be; this can be
unscrewed and a standard M50 oil sensor put in. To fit the E34 sump to an M52 engine, you will
need to remove the internal baffle plate see pic. The plate unbolts, but it is also necessary to
drill or grind down the mounting columns so that the bottom of the dish is flat. You can also use
an E38 M52B28 motor as the sump has the bowl in the correct place to drop into an E A variety
of flywheels can be used, but this entirely depends on which gearbox you are planning to use.
The main choices available are the Dual-mass flywheel that comes fitted with the M5x engines,
the M20 flywheel which will need some material removing from its back, or the M42 flywheel.
Despite the work involved, most experienced swappers recommend the use of the M20 flywheel.
The existing dual-mass wheel is not only extremely heavy but also problematic, and ties you to
a gearbox with worse-performing ratios than its M20 counterpart, which can be used with any
gearbox including the M Despite being mounted to the gearbox , the starter motor is intrinsically
paired with the Flywheel due to the differences in teeth pitch around the edge of the wheel. This
means that an M20 starter must be used with the M20 flywheel, even if an M50 gearbox has been
fitted. The wiring for the starter motor is easily changed over, with the thick and thin red wires
simply bolting up to their relevant posts no matter which starter motor you choose to use.
Because of the differences in height of the M50 and M52 engines compared to E30 engines,
there is a choice of engine mounts available. Engines taken from the E34 have their engine
mounts bolted to the front of the engine block. To fit these blocks in an E30 you need to bolt
E36 alloy arms to previously unused holes near the middle of the block. From there, it is
recommended to use the rubber engine mounts from the E28 M5. If converting to M50, then a
standard E34 throttle cable should fit the E30 perfectly. This cable is part number , and is
available in two lengths; mm and mm. It is the longer cable you want. Once you've fitted your
engine, you'll want that power to be hitting the back wheels as efficiently as possible. With that
in mind, you'll need to select the best combination for you from these three components; the
Flywheel , the Gearbox and the propshaft. By far the simplest gearbox to fit to your M5x
conversion is that fitted to the iS. This M42 -specific gearbox will bolt straight up to the engine
and remove the need for any Drivetrain modification such as different differentials. It is also
capable of accepting the E36 clutch and flywheel single mass only if required, although it is
recommended to fit the M20 flywheel. To operate the gearbox, gear linkages from the M20
gearbox should be used, and it is recommended to fit the Z3 short shifter complete with
bearing. If you wish to use a more modern gearbox, such as that fitted to the M52, then it should
be mounted using an M20 gearbox crossmember, and will need the appropriate propshaft to
mate up to the differential. Two types of gearboxes were fitted to the E Both are fine for any M50
engine, but still necessitate a change away from the E30 propshaft. The best gearbox to use is
from an H plate i or i 24v. These early 24v cars used a Getrag overdrive gearbox which is
identical to an E30 i and E34 i unit, but the bellhousing bolt pattern is altered to make the engine
sit over at more of an angle. This means you can use the existing i prop and not have to fit a
different final drive. The clutch has to match the gearbox you are using. No matter whether it's
M5x, M20 or M42, the preferred brand of clutch is Sachs. Make sure that this includes the
release bearing. Depending on which gearbox you use, you will be forced to use a certain
propshaft to make use of your new engine. If you have fitted the M42 or M20 gearbox, then a
standard E30 propshaft can be used. If you have fitted a more modern M50 or M52 gearbox, then
you have one of two choices. Try to buy a used E30 M3 propshaft, or make your own using E36
components. By using the front and rear halves of an E36 prop with an E30 centre bearing, you
should be able to mate up your new gearbox to your rear diff with the appropriate propshaft
length. However, your hybrid prop will need to be handed over to a specialist to ensure it's
balanced correctly. Note the E36 box is a final drive so a low ratio diff will be required e. The
M5x family of engines, like all of BMW's six-cylinders, run hot and aren't happy about it. As long
as air is flowing through the front radiator everything's fine, but come to a standstill and you'll
see the temperature needle creeping steadily upwards. To cope with that, we need to ensure the
M5x is fitted with the appropriate cooling system. This means using an E36 aircon radiator to
provide an adequate cooling surface, as well as an electric fan to ensure enough air is blown
over it at idle. It is possible to use the viscous fan fitted as standard to an M5x engine, but in an
E30 engine bay space is verrrrry tight, and therefore it's more convenient to go with a
front-mounted electric alternative. To guarantee the electric fan kicks in we need a temp sensor
from an E36 Ti, which fits into the radiator which is why it must be the aircon version; there's a
mounting boss for the sensor. We'll also need the brown temp sensor from an E30 engine to
drive the Instruments, since the existing engine sensor is feeding the ECU. Since the engine's
coming out, now is a perfect time to replace the water pump. M5x engines get hot quickly and a

failing water pump can push temps from balmy to critical in a matter of moments. When
swapping the pump, ensure that you use one with a metal impeller; part number 11 51 7 We
highly recommend swapping the thermostat in your car to an 88 degree unit; part number 11 53
7 While any radiator will do, we strongly recommend an E36 Aircon radiator. This unit will fit
between the E30 chassis rails, and provides a mounting boss for our temp sensor. M5x engines
are fitted with a viscous clutch-driven fan powered from the alternator belt. However, space is
very tight and you may find yourself having to trim down the blades to make everything fit in the
bay. Rather than messing around, just ditch the viscous and fit an electric alternative; the E36
Electric aircon fan will bolt straight on. For more info, learn about fitting an electric fan. To
ensure the electric fan kicks in when it should, it needs to be connected to a temp sensor. You
need one from an E36 Ti part number One of the key features of the M5x engine swap is the
exhaust. The standard systems fitted to the donor vehicles are not compatible with the E30, and
therefore other solutions must be found to ensure that the exhaust not only does its job
properly, but also fits around the steering rack and under the car. The two options are a
custom-made exhaust system using your own manifold and tubing, or to buy a completed kit.
There are a number of suppliers of M5x-to-E30 exhaust systems, which we have outlined
below:. M5x engines need to receive a signal from a Lambda, or oxygen, sensor mounted in the
exhaust. The M50 uses one sensor, and the M52 uses two. The existing M5x manifolds should
include bosses for them to be fitted, so if you're scavenging this from a donor vehicle then
make sure you get the lamba sensors too. While the 24v conversion doesn't deliver much more
raw power, it does make the E30 a lot more sprightly when it comes to accelerating. It is
therefore crucial to make sure your brakes are up to scratch. Because of the bulk of these
engines, there is little room for a brake servo of the size usually fitted to the E Therefore the
servo fitted to a Renault Clio or later can be used with very little modification. If you are
considering a dramatic overhaul of the braking system, learn more about brake upgrades.
Because of the physical bulk of the M5x, you're not going to have room for your standard brake
servo. For that purpose, you need to find a smaller unit that doesn't compromise on braking
assistance. While the original swap guides called for the use of a Golf servo, these components
are now approaching over 20 years of active duty, so we recommend upgrading to a Renault
Clio servo from any car from onwards with plastic wings. The servo may need a slight
adjustment - some do, some don't. The trouble is that the rod from the servo to the master
cylinder often isn't long enough to make full contact. This leads to a high brake pedal, and
binding brakes. While the rod can be twisted to adjust its length, sometimes not enough length
is offered, or not enough thread is left on the rod to ensure a firm grip with the servo; this leads
to the threads stripping and ruining the servo. If you find yourself in this scenario, you may just
need a spacer. A small bullet of steel up to 20mm in length can be slotted into the receiving end
of the master cylinder. That way, the incoming rod from the servo doesn't have to penetrate so
far into the master cylinder, and can therefore be screwed down tightly in place and secured
with threadlock. Main article: M5x Looms. The M5x series of engines differ substantially from
their M20 predecessors in the labyrinth of wires that wind their way around the engine bay.
Fortunately, BMW designed them to be detachable, and therefore the primary engine loom is a
one-piece component terminating in a plug called the X This plug is the counterpart of the C
plug on the M20 loom, although the pin layout differs substantially. You will therefore need to
adapt the M5x loom to mate up to the existing E30 wiring. You can either buy a ready-made
loom we recommend DanThe or use our loom tables to make your own. Its basic function was
to check that the doors were unlocked correctly and that the correctly-coded ignition key is
being used. If it fails to detect the right signal, it will disable the ignition circuit, the injectors and
the starter motor, which is a right pain if you're trying to do an M50 or M52 engine swap. If you
are trying to chip-tune your M5x engine, you will need to disable the EWS to do so. Learn more
about disabling the EWS. If you are running the E30 cluster , make sure you put in an E30 temp
sender, as the E36 one will not operate the gauge properly. It is difficult to get to when the
engine is in the car. Don't remove the existing one, as it also sends to the ECU; you will need to
add the E30 one. If you are lucky there will be a blanked off spot to mount it in. First off, you
need to get your engine bay empty. Get a load of cardboard boxes, packing labels, plastic bags,
zip ties and marker pens, and slowly dismantle everything in your cars engine bay. Start by
disconnecting the battery and removing it from the car. Then drain the coolant system and
dispose of the fluid responsibly. You can now start unbolting everything, but make sure you
bag it and tag it as you go along, so you can refit anything later. Here's a handy checklist cross them off as you disconnect them:. You'll also want to whip out the radiator and headlights
so that they don't get damaged, and store them somewhere safe. Now you need to get your
engine out. The quickest way is out the top with the engine and gearbox as one unit. To do this,
remove the bonnet and store it. Crack and loosen the nuts holding the engine mounts, and

remove the nuts holding the mounts to their rubber bushes. Loosen the gearbox subframe nuts
too. At this point some people find it useful to jack up the rear of the car to ease the angle of the
dangle. Raise it onto ramps or blocks, just make sure it's secure. Now use a jack to support the
back end of the gearbox as you remove the gearbox subframe. You can now introduce your
engine crane, complete with balancer if you can; it makes the job a lot easier. Hook the crane up
to the engine, and slowly lift the engine up and out of the way. Dispose of it as necessary.
Unfortunately, you can't just lift the new engine straight out of the donor vehicle and into the
recipient. You'll need to take care of a few things first:. However, if you have the time we
strongly recommend you perform the following procedures on the engine prior to fitting:. Once
these critical parts are addressed, the engine is ready to go in. We recommend installing it fully
dressed; that means the loom , throttle body and inlet, starter and alternator are already
connected. Once the engine is in the bay you won't have much room to play with to install
these. With your engine bay empty, take the time to clean and degrease everything, and deal
with any Rust in the area. Start with the servo. Unbolt the old one, trial fit the new and make and
adjustments i. It will be almost impossible to do this once the M5x is fitted, so set it up properly
now. To do so, firstly disconnect the vacuum line going to the inlet. Undo the four bolts from
inside the cabin, and release the servo; there is a pin connecting it to the brake rod which needs
to be removed. You also need to remove the master cylinder from the servo. Be careful and you
can pull it towards the front of the car without removing the brake lines. Installation is equally
as straight forward. Now get under the car. Install your required differential and prop shaft , but
don't bolt up the prop shaft centre bearing yet. Now fit your rubber engine mounts to the
subframe. These are your targets for getting the engine in. You'll want to drop the engine
straight in with the gearbox attached and the engine mounts on. The mounting points for the
M50 engine are the large visible ring at the front, above the distributor, and a smaller hole at the
back of the block, just above the gearbox bell-housing, like so:. Once your engine's hooked up,
it really helps to have the back of the car raised substantially because the engine and gearbox
combined are very long and need a particular angle of attack to go in. Take your time and go
slow. Your aim is to get everything over the front slam panel, then the gearbox output shaft
pointing downwards enough to slide into the transmission tunnel. You'll need it to go down
while still having the height to get the M5x sump over the slam panel. It helps to have a spare
trolley jack to carry the gearbox as it bottoms out; this will also help you pull the box into the
car as the engine drops down. Drop the engine onto its mounts and hand-fit the securing nuts.
Use the jack on the gearbox to lift it up while you slide on the prop shaft with the new rubber
guibo, then bolt on the gearbox subframe with new rubber mounts. While you're under the car,
hook up the gear shifter mechanism and plug in the reversing light switch. When you're sure it's
secure, remove the jack and engine hoist. If you installed the engine "undressed" that is,
without all the ancillaries then now work your way from the bottom to the top connecting each
component. Start threading through the wiring loom since some wiring needs to go round one
side of the engine to the front. Pay attention to how the alternator and starter are wired if you
had them disconnected - check here for the starter wiring connections if you're not sure. Join
the engine loom to the car loom at the C plug, either directly or with your intermediary loom, but
don't connect up the battery terminals yet. If you have a brown wire connected, cut it away from
the pin, and make sure the free end can't come into contact with anything. You can then drop
your radiator and hoses in to see if any adjustments need to be made. If you haven't already
done so, install the inlet. Connect the rubber intake boot, MAF and air filter. Fit the brake
booster hoses to the intake, and make sure you have plugged in the following parts to the
loom:. Connect the fuel hoses the right way round, but remove the fuel pump fuse from the fuse
box for the moment. If the engine is of unknown age, remove each spark plug and put a few
drops of engine oil down the bores. Set the cabin heaters to full and the fan blower to maximum,
and crank the engine a few times to raise the oil pressure. Now put in the fuel pump fuse and
crank the engine a few more times to raise the fuel pressure. When everything's plugged in
right, you should get the magnificent roar of a straight-six engine running without its exhaust. It
is a Zone tradition to start a new engine without its exhaust, as a sign of success. Don't do it for
longer than a few seconds, but enjoy the moment. You can now connect up the exhaust side of
things. If you are fabricating your own manifolds then this will be a repeated process of trial and
error to make sure everything fits. Don't forget to wire in the lambda sensors. You're now free to
finish off the installation by re-fitting the bonnet. Be aware that your new engine will need
bleeding , to remove air trapped in the coolant system, so don't be too abusive for the first few
miles of the drive. It can also help to let the car idle for the first ten minutes before taking it for a
thrashing session, in order for the ECU to learn its new settings. Jump to: navigation , search.
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February , at Content is available under. Propshaft should be fitted with an E30 centre bearing
fitted to the rear section Note the E36 box is a final drive so a low ratio diff will be required e.
Contact here. Full 6 branch manifold and exhaust system 2x2. On the front manifold, remove a
section between where the three primaries meet the flange, and weld back together. By
chopping up the front pipes of an E36 system and a E30 system and welding the bits together,
you can connect to the standard E30 system just in front of the gearbox exhaust mount. So
instead of letting it die, we have rehosted a copy of this guide. All credit goes to them. We have
been adding to it for years now so it stays current. There is a wealth of information here that will
help future e30 owners. You can use any M50, S50, M52, or S52 for this swap. You can also use
the E30 transmissions Getrag or , both 5-speed or any E36 transmission Getrag 5-speed, ZF
5-speed, Euro 6-speed. You can use an E46 M3 6-speed transmission as well. What you use as a
transmission will determine which driveshaft and differential ratio you can use. The question is,
what engine should you use for the swap? That depends a lot on what your budget is. This
section will discuss the potential advantages, pitfalls, and expected maximum power you can
expect from each of the engines. Both intake and exhaust cams had fixed timing. Some people
prefer the extra torque provided by vanos, others prefer the simplicity of the earlier non-vanos
engine. With these upgrades, maximum power output is reported to be close to rwhp. This
would require a custom tune, and an optimized exhaust system. The M52B28 produces hp
similar to M50 engines , however torque is increased to lb-ft. Some M52 engines are all-alloy,
therefore lighter than M50 and S50 engines. You can achieve above rwhp with the M3 cams
assuming a proper tune proof? The S52 is a lightly modified M52 which was used in the North
American 3. The upgrade path is similar to the S50US. With these upgrades, most people will
see whp. Both the E30 and E36 transmissions can be used with minimal modifications. The
transmission you use will determine what transmission mounts you will use, and also the rear
differential ratio you should use. Use E36 i driveshaft, stock E30 crossmember, stock E30
mounts. This gearbox is was used for 4-cylinder engines, therefore it has a lower torque rating
than the other transmissions. Opinions vary regarding its ability to handle additional torque.
Use E30 drivestaft. Stock E30 manual transmission crossmember, stock transmission mounts
E21 i mounts are a possible upgrade. The the E30 M3 aluminum transmission crossmember will
not bolt up correctly. If you use the E30 Getrag , you generally cannot use the stock
transmission crossmember without modification. As such, the mounting tabs will no longer line
up correctly. It is claimed proof? E36 5-speed transmissions all have 5th gears. For taller
gearing less revs , use a 3. For shorter gearing more revs , use a 3. E30 5-speed transmissions
have an overdriven 5th gear, at 0. Therefore a 3. For shorter gearing, us a 4. Driveshafts come in
many flavors. The choice of which driveshaft you should use boils down to availability,
ingenuity, and what transmission you are using, as the transmission output flange the
triangular flange at the rear of a transmission differs in size between cars. The easiest solution
is use the driveshaft that came with the transmission on the car you are using. But, if you want
to get down and dirty because you want to save a few bucks, or a driveshaft is hard to find for
some reason, here is a summary of what should go into selecting the proper driveshaft:. Use
the matching clutch, flywheel and starter for your transmission. However, the E36
transmissions can be used with an M20 clutch in fact, some E36 owners installed the M20 clutch
as an "upgrade". The M20 Sachs clutch can hold over lb-ft. Be careful with organic clutches,
some have no modulation eg a "button clutch" , which are a hassle for street cars awful for
parking and stop-start traffic. In many cases, the standard E30 radiator fan will not fit. An
electric thermo-fan mounted in front of the radiator should be considered, to avoid overheating
in traffic. The aircon condensor fan is too small to cool the engine, and should not be used for
this purpose. While not strictly necessary for the DOHC swap, some people choose to use a
smaller M42 radiator to free up space. It is possible to get the airconditioning working using the
M52 condensor with the E30 system. However this is a fiddly job and requires custom fittings,
so many people have put airconditioning in the "too hard" basket. Do not leave an aircon
compressor exposed to air, this could result in a rebuild being needed. The only light which is
affected by the engine swap is the oil level. The M52 does not have an equivalent oil level
sensor which can be used, however some electronics gurus have been able to wire in a sensor.
The light can be disabled by putting a specific resistor in the circuit. A pod filter is the simplest
solution. Cars with ABS have very limited choice of airbox due to the limited space. For an OEM
look, the E34 i airbox is popular. The biggest issue are the headers, which require modification
to clear the steering column. Be aware that even if the engine clears the headers while
stationary, there may still be a clash in left-hand cornering when the engine is leaning in its
mounts. If the steering yoke clashes with the headers, it can lock the steering. It is possible that
RHD cars may also have complications regarding the brake booster, due to the linkage across
the cabin. Extracting the old engine is simple in concept, but sometimes fairly difficult in

execution. Here is an outline of what needs to happen:. You can power wash the bay, or you can
use a degreaser and a hose to remove the gunk that's accumulated in your engine bay. If the car
you have is in rough shape, you might have to remove rust and repaint the engine bay. So,
you've probably bought a salvage yard engine. It might be complete if you're lucky, but it might
not even have a wiring harness. This part of the guide will help you prepare the engine to drop it
into your chassis. The best way to work on an engine is to have it in an engine stand. You can
buy an engine stand from your local automotive parts store for example, Advance Auto, Kragen,
Pep Boys. You will also need an engine hoist to lift the engine into the engine stand. Get a stand
with four wheels and a wide base. No sense in getting a rickety stand and having your engine
fall on the floor. In order to clear the front subframe, you will need to use an E34 i oil pan since
this relocates the sump in front of the subframe. If your donor engine is from an E34 i, you don't
have to do anything. For an M52, the E34 dipstick will need to be modified to accept the different
diameter crankcase vent tube. The actual removal and replacement of the oil pan is quite easy.
Remove all of the bolts holding the old oilpan on. You may have to remove the power steering
pump in order to get to the bolts in the front. At the same time, it's easiest to take care of the oil
pump nut. The nut secures the oil pump gear to the crank, and should the nut back off and allow
the gear to fall off the pump, you will experience an immediate loss of oil pressure. I'm uncertain
how prevalent the oil pump nut problem is, but you might as well secure it while you have the
pan off, and the engine is out of the car. Many people that track or auto-x their cars will secure
the oil pump nut. You can secure it with a drilled oil pump nut and safety wire, with red loctite,
or by tack welding the nut to the shaft. Remove the E36 windage tray that is attached to the
block. The new windage tray is in the new oil pan for an M52, the E34 windage tray will need
modification to fit. Do NOT use a cutting wheel or a grinder. This will spit metallic particles all
over the place, including right into your crankcase. Install the E34 oil suction tube with a new
gasket you may need to remove the oil pump. Torque properly. Install the oil pan gasket. Put a
dab of sealant on the bottom of the block, at the corners of the engine block, where the timing
case meets the block in the front, and the rear main seal plate meets the block in the rear. Some
combinations of engines and cars will leave you without a coolant bleed screw. People have
had success with different techniques to get air bubbles out of the cooling system without a
bleed screw. One technique is:. Installing a lower-temperature thermostat ensures a cooler
engine. Combine this with a lower temperature aux fan switch to maintain a cool engine. Note:
cooler running engine is not necessarily a good thing. Hotter running engine runs more
efficiently, but at the same time there is a point of running too hot. That's why BMW had
conducted comprehensive testing to figure out the best compromise in the operating
temperature. This is of course with the normal "spirited grocery getter" duty. Race applications
might benefit from lower temp thermostat. Many people run lower 80C or even 75C thermostats
with no visible problems, but they might be compromising the efficiency. Lower temp
thermostat will simply open at a lower temp and will "try" to keep the coolant temp at that
temperature point. If the capacity of the system cannot maintain this particular temperature
point, the engine will overheat just like it will with a higher temp thermostat. At first I thought it
was because I didn't have a clutch fan on there. Then I realized it would stay there even when
driving on the freeway. The best way to fix this: new thermostat! The part number for the 80
degree Celsius thermostat is I believe this is actually the stock E30 thermostat, but it fits the
E36 all the same. I complemented this with a new aux fan switch part no. According to the ETK
the switch turns the aux fan on low at 80 degrees Celsius and high at 88 degrees Celsius. This
setup works great. I switched the aux fan wiring so that it turns the fan on high at 80 degrees.
With this setup, the temperature stays at or below the middle. So, you have a bare engine. Don't
freak out, it's not that hard to wire up the engine. Each wiring plug has a rubber protective boot.
Pull this boot back and examine the colors of the wires going to each connector. The colors of
the wires will tell you which sensor the connector plugs into. The power comes from the main
relay. Since you removed the main relay with the m20 harness and added a new main relay via
DOHC harness , you will need to power the system. I ran a 14 gauge wire between pin 20 on the
engine side of my connector to the Engine Control Module Relay in the E36 engine bay wiring
harness. This step is important, otherwise the heat will not function very well i. Under the shift
boot, connect the reverse harness to the switch on the transmission. Bennetts22 aol. So i did
dual pipes and made a x pipe right after the down pipe.. We had to do the exhaust 3 times
before doing it this way and getting it right.. If you do true dual and no x pipe the car will sound
like a 80hp ricer. While you are upgrading your car, you might like to swap to a quicker steering
rack. See [E36 Steering Rack Swap]. Close menu. Home Catalog. New products. Short Shifters.
BMW Reinforcements. BMW Delrin Bushings. BMW Polyurethane Bushings. BMW Shift Knobs.
Odometer Gears. BMW Shifter Rebuild kits. Choose chassis. BMW 3 Series Parts. BMW 5 Series
Parts. BMW 6 Series parts. E24 Performance Parts. Other BMW parts. Mercedes Parts. Help

Desk. Track order. Order Status. Returns and Exchanges. Help Center. Instruction Lookup.
Lifetime Warranty. Contact us. Log in. Close cart. Engine The question is, what engine should
you use for the swap? Displacing 3. The engine comes with pink-top Bosch fuel injectors, rated
at Transmission Both the E30 and E36 transmissions can be used with minimal modifications.
E30 Getrag Use E30 drivestaft. Differential E36 5-speed transmissions all have 5th gears.
Driveshaft Driveshafts come in many flavors. But, if you want to get down and dirty because
you want to save a few bucks, or a driveshaft is hard to find for some reason, here is a summary
of what should go into selecting the proper driveshaft: Determine what transmission you have.
Work out the size of the output flange the triangular flange on the rear of the transmission. It is
either 78mm or 96mm bolt circle diameter BCD. You could change the transmission output
flange if you have a 30 mm thinwall socket. From the output flange size, you choose the
appropriate driveshaft. The E30 M3 driveshaft has 12 mm bolt holes. All non-M E30 driveshafts
have 10 mm bolt holes. Clutch, flywheel and starter Use the matching clutch, flywheel and
starter for your transmission. The M20 flywheel needs to be machined to avoid fouling an
engine block bolt. Cooling system Engine fan In many cases, the standard E30 radiator fan will
not fit. Radiator A combination of E30 and E36 hoses are needed. Air conditioning It is possible
to get the airconditioning working using the M52 condensor with the E30 system. Power
steering A hybrid of E30 and E36 hoses are needed to get the power steering working. Check
panel lights The only light which is affected by the engine swap is the oil level. Right hand drive
cars The biggest issue are the headers, which require modification to clear the steering column.
Extracting the Old Engine Extracting the old engine is simple in concept, but sometimes fairly
difficult in execution. Here is an outline of what needs to happen: Disconnect battery
Disconnect DME from wiring harness in the glovebox. Pull the wiring harness through the
firewall. The DME connector is sometimes balky, but it does fit through the hole in the firewall.
Preparing the Engine for the Swap So, you've probably bought a salvage yard engine. Installing
the E34 Oil Pan In order to clear the front subframe, you will need to use an E34 i oil pan since
this relocates the sump in front of the subframe. The swap will require E34 i oil pan oil sump
gasket oil sump suction tube dipstick tube and dipstick new dipstick o-ring a small plate secure
the dipstick to the front intake manifold bracket. You'll have to fabricate this yourself. Install the
oil pan. Torque the bolts down snug, but not too snug. Tightening Torques Oil pan to engine
block M6 bolt 8. One technique is: Pour the coolant mix slowly so there would be as least as
possible air pockets formed in the process. Start the engine with coolant cap off and while
under hood, keep the idle at around Keep checking the temp gauge and coolant level once in a
while. Then close the cap and drive the car for a bit and check on the level again. Drilling a hole
in the top of the thermostat will make bleeding A LOT easier. Basically you drill a hole RIGHT
where the up arrow is, or on Vernet-brand thermostats, you drill right where they have handily
punched a small dot to indicate "up. This will bring your operating temperature down to just
below the middle mark. Previous Next. If you not change browser settings, you agree to it. Learn
more. Complete M50 engine of an e34 or e36 with accessories and wiring harness. M50 engine
data at the following link: M50 information. If the engine is from an e36 the oil pan and pickup
tube have to be changed by the ones of an M50 E They have to be changed because in the e34
the oil sump is in the front part like in the e30 engines and in the E36 the sump is in the rear
part. Depending on the used brake booster it will be necessary to add washers or spacer to lift
the engine so that the brake booster does not touch the intake manifold. At this point the next
steps depend on the specific e30, the engine donor, and what we exactly want to do since there
are several options. For the throttle cable it can be used the one of an de M50 E34, M42 or M The
radiator can be changed or not depending on the car and what we want to mount. The radiators
with built-in expansion tank of mm can be used from an e30, e36 or e34 but not the ones of mm
since the coupling from the driver side would be too close to the power steering pump and its
belt drive. The radiators with external expansion tanks from M20 do not give any problem. With
these radiators there is little room left for the fan clutch. To obtain some more room the fan
blades can be mounted inside the fan clutch and trim them up in engines with vanos so that
they do not graze. Electric fan: If a fan clutch is not used or to reinforce the cooling system, an
electric thermo fan can be installed with two speeds. The e30s with air conditioning have an
electric thermo fan that can be reused. There are quite a lot of options since many gearboxes
are compatible from different generations of BMW both, in 4 and 6 cylinders. M20 gearbox: It
can be used but it stands rotated several degrees so it is necessary to make modifications in
the transmission crossmember, mounts and shifter linkage. With this gearbox it is not needed
to modify the driveshaft. M42 gearbox: It can be mounted without any problem in with an M50
engine but the gearbox will be displaced towards the back so that it is necessary to cut the
driveshaft and shifter linkage. The differential has to be replaced by a longer one. It can be used
the stock catalyst of an e36 with the rear muffler of a i e It is necessary to custom the exhaust to

join headers, catalyst and rear muffler and modifications are needed to clear the control arm
bushing mount. To make temperature appear in the e30 cluster, the temperature sensor of the
coolant of the M50 engine has to be changed by the e30 one. This site uses cookies and similar
technologies. Learn more I understand. M50 engine data at the following link: M50 information
Engine mounts arm of a 6 cylinder E Nearly bolt-on center and rear section to work with M50
swap using stock manifolds. Only very minor modification for a nearly bolt-on system! We have
this system on a E30 S52 at the shop and were very pleased with how it turned out. The system
only needs two pipes shortened, and custom hangers, to fit the E The cuts are made on the E36
rear muffler pipes at a convenient place with no bends. They only need a straight cut on both.
The rest of the system is an easy install. The amount to cut depends on your engine swap. Our
recommendation is to install the front and center, position the rear muffler in your bumper, and
then determine how much to trim the muffler pipes. This system consists of a front Y-Pipe,
center resonator, and rear muffler. The Y-Pipe has been designed and engineered to time the
exhaust gas pulses just like long-tube equal length headers by using a proper merge collector.
The Y-Pipe leads into a center resonator that helps to tone and tame the exhaust. We prefer this
resonator for street and light track use to keep the exhaust civilized. The resonator pipes
connect to our BimmerWorld MagnaFlow rear muffler. The muffler is a two-section design with a
clamp connection in the middle. The front pipes of the muffler need to be shortened here. The
muffler is designed for the E36 chassis so muffler hanger clamps will need to be sourced. We
have this setup on a E30 S52 at our shop and it's a tight fit but works in the E30 chassis when
used with our TrackCAB front control arm bushings and brackets. The TrackCABs are required
because the stock bushing brackets are too large. The center resonator is lower than a full
custom system but would only be a problem on extremely low cars. This is as close to a
complete, bolt-on M50 swap exhaust system as you'll find anywhere. Disclaimer: these sections
were originally designed for an entirely different car E They do fit the E30 chassis rather well but
just like any retrofit, some modification is required. These modifications are small in
comparison with the M50 swap already carried out. With that being said we are pleasantly
impressed at how close these parts are right out of the box. If you have any questions on this
system, please don't hesitate to give us a call or email! Notice of Regulatory Non-Compliance.
This exhaust system has been developed to work in conjunction with all factory emissions
controls and equipment. Installation of this exhaust will not increase emissions nor cause a
check-engine light or fault codes on a properly maintained vehicle. However, neither
BimmerWorld nor the manufacturer can assure compliance with local or state regulations
regarding sound levels or other compliance with vehicle inspection or registration. Be the First
To Know. First I would like to give a word of advise to anyone doing this swap. If your main goal
is making your E30 fast, do not do a 2. Trust me you will be disappointed. In my opinion the
smallest engine you should put in your E30 is a 2. The only problem with 95 S50 motors is that
they are becoming old and it is very hard to find one in a good low mileage condition for a
reasonable price. You might want to consider an option of building a high compression 2. One
good way of building a low budget high performance 2. There are plenty of 2. One trick of
making it high compression is reusing the 2. The combination will give you a compression ratio
of around With M3 cams ether 3. Upgrading injectors will probably make even more power
because the engine leans out and stops making power after rpm. One downside to this high
compression is you have to use the best gas money can buy. Use an E21 I brake booster. One
big drawback to an E21 brake booster is a noticible reduction in power assistance. To make a I
brake booster work in your E30 you will need to cut the shaft off to the same length as your
original E30 booster, grind it down to the same thickness and thread it with a 10X1. Be careful
here, if you screw it up you will need to go out and get another booster, the shafts are not
replaceable. There are a bunch of different transmissions you can use. Some people keep their
E30 Getrag s but it requires fabricating a custom transmission mount and your shifter will be
offset to the right by about degrees. You can use your stock or 91 I IS transmission mount with
any E36 transmission. Weld two cups to the transmission mount to prevent the engine and
transmission from moving around too much, this will prevent the fan from hitting the radiator
during hard braking. The shifter arm has to be out of an E36 or M3 along with the aluminum arm
that connects to the top of the transmission. Use the E30 center support mounted backwards on
E36 drive shafts. The ultimate clutch is of course E36 M3 but some people on the budget use an
E36 clutch it is the same diameter as M3 clutch. Those who use a clutch can also use a flywheel
out of an E46 I or a 2. It is identical to a flywheel but lighter. Cut some of the insulation off the
heater blower motor cover. Some people strip it completely but I take a long knife, put it parallel
to the firewall and remove some of the foam. Do not get rid of the rubber drain on the passenger
side of the firewall that drains the water from the wiper motor compartment or you will end up
with water in your spark plug holes every time you wash the car. I prefer to install the engines

completely stripped since it makes it easier to connect the heater hoses. For the aluminum
mounts you have to use E36 arms. The mounts have to be mounted in the outside mounding
holes of the sub frame. It is a good idea to reinforce the sub frame if you are using a 3. Some
people use E36 radiators but if you plan on using a mechanical fan, E30 radiator will give you
more clearance. Speaking of clearance, it is very important to reinforce the transmission
mounts or the first time you slam on your brakes the fan will distroy your radiator. The fan
clutch has to be stock E30 with a 9-blade fan. Do not use an blade fan because it will give you
less radiator to fan clearance. The lower radiator hose off the M50 motor will need to be cut
down to fit E The upper hose you can get from any auto part store, just look for a long radiator
hose with a degree bend. The heater hoses connect the same way they were on your E30
originally. The long hose under the intake manifold goes to the top inlet and the short hose that
connects to the cylinder head goes to the bottom inlet. Do not eliminate the bypass valves recall
items. Note how little clearance there is between the fan and the radiator, only about 7mm. The
oil pan has to be out of an M50 powered E34 I. You will also need to get the pickup tube with a
gasket and the oil dipstick. Do not forget to safety wire the oil pump or at least loctite the
sprocket nut. Drill a hole through the oil pump shaft and the bolt, insert a stainless steel wire
through the hole and tie it up. BMW M50 engines are known for the oil pump sprocket bolts
coming loose. Although it is not a good solution, you can also get some brass fittings from your
local hardware store and clamp the hoses together yourself. Use PAG oil only with your E36
compressor or it will not last very long. The best ratio for 3. You will have to reuse your E30
differential output shafts with the 5 or 6 series differential. Exhaust is truly something that
should be left to a professional unless you are an experienced welder. You can use the stock
E36 cats out of a or M3 but the right side pipe will need to be modified in order to clear the
control arm bushing mount. As you can see the right side exhaust pipe is still very close to the
control arm bushing bracket. In this case there is only about 5mm of clearance. The O2 sensor
mounting port interferes with the frame reinforcement behind the transmission mount. You can
cut a chunk out of the brace to make the O2 sensor fit and reinforce the brace by welding it to
the transmission mount with a couple of pipes. OEM pipes are stainless steel and are very hard
to weld unless you are equipped to weld stainless steel. Stock cast iron headers from can be
used. You will need to make some 5 mm spacers for the engine mounts to raise the engine so
the pipes clear the sub frame. It is also a good idea to remove the studs out of the headers and
use the bolts to mount your exhaust, makes it way easier to get the pipes in there. The left
exhaust pipe will need to be flattened out to clear the sway bar. The muffler is up to you but the
pipes to it will have to be custom made. When you get your engine try to get the power steering
pump and hoses with it. It is a good idea to replace your rack when you are swapping the
engine. The rack in an M50 powered car is almost impossible to replace without considerably
lifting up an engine or dropping the sub frame, the oil pan sits very close to the steering rack.
Nothing needs to be done to suspension unless you want to improve the handling of your E
BMW M50 engine is slightly heavier than M20 around 60lbs heavier. Thicker sway bars do
wonders on M50 E30s. The best wiring harness to use is out of a manual I due to its simplicity,
although it is not that hard to modify a wiring harness from an automatic car or a car with
traction control and EWS. The process is as simple as laying the harness out on a table with a
diagram in front of you and eliminating anything that is not necessary. If you ended up with a
harness out of an automatic car simply cut all of the wires out of the engine harness that belong
to the automatic transmission computer. ECU has to be out of a I with the Bosch part number
ending in To make the E36 harness plug in to your E30 you will need to make an adapter. To
make an adapter you will need to get a wiring harness connector off the E36 body side and an
engine harness connector off an E30 engine side. See the table below for pin assignments.
Keep in mind that a more powerful alternator will use more engine power. On E the fuel
consumption gage signal and the tach signal connectors are in the glove box. Speed signal wire
from pin 14 E36 connector has to be connected directly to the green plug on the back of your
instrument cluster. The starter will still work. Facebook Twitter. All Rights Reserved. About Us.
Please wait.. Brake Booster: Use an E21 I brake booster. Note how the fins are ground down to
clear the brake booster. Transmission: There a
2007 mitsubishi galant owners manual
1997 f150 42
2006 chevy malibu manual
re a bunch of different transmissions you can use. Transmission Mount Reinforcement. Clutch:
The ultimate clutch is of course E36 M3 but some people on the budget use an E36 clutch it is
the same diameter as M3 clutch. Firewall: Cut some of the insulation off the heater blower motor
cover. Note the aluminum spacer under the engine mount. Differential: The best ratio for 3.

Exhaust: Exhaust is truly something that should be left to a professional unless you are an
experienced welder. Steering: When you get your engine try to get the power steering pump and
hoses with it. Suspension: Nothing needs to be done to suspension unless you want to improve
the handling of your E Wiring and Electrical: The best wiring harness to use is out of a manual I
due to its simplicity, although it is not that hard to modify a wiring harness from an automatic
car or a car with traction control and EWS. Now Hiring! Customer Service. Mailing List. Continue
Shopping. Click on the image to close it. Please Wait

